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Abstract 

Non adherence of a medical therapy primarily due to negligence and 

secondarily due to various reasons as listed in the questionnaire were given by 

the patients who received dental treatment. This negligence and inability of the 

patient to administer oral drugs leads to avoidance of treatment, which in turn 

leads to deterioration of oral health [1]. Patients in such conditions cannot 

receive the same results as compared to patients who adhere to a given therapy 

and this in turn affects the dentist’s work.[2] 
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Background 

The subject of non-adherence to medication therapy has been co-related with 

less than the desired outcomes in a given therapy. If not dealt with this attitude 

of the patients, soon it might become a problem. 

Materials and method 

A questionnaire was conducted in the dept of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, 

R.K.D.F. Dental College and Research Centre, Bhopal to understand whether 

the patients prefer oral administration or transdermal patches for pain relief after 

extraction of mobile teeth. 

Result 

Patients adhered to transdermal patch for pain relief more as compared to oral 

administration of the pain-relieving drugs given to the other group 

Conclusion 

The adherence of patients to drug therapy was slightly more in the transdermal 

patch group as compared to the orally administered group  
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Aim 

To investigate the adherence of the patients to their drug therapy through the 

use of transdermal pain-relieving patch as compared to that of taking the 

medications orally 
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Introduction 

Non adherence to medication has been described as a world wide problem of 

striking magnitude[3] 

It has been shown to lead to reduced health outcomes and increased health care 

costs due to relapses and complications[4] 

The importance of the issue has resulted in a number of studies that investigate 

the determinants of patient’s decision not to follow recommendations. 

During the last few years, there has been an increasing interest to understand 

how the doctor patient relationship may affectpatient’s decision to adhere to 

medical recommendations evidence at the patient level identify the number of 

problems in the area.[5] 

Expectations for communication and participation during the encounter[6] 

misunderstandings between the two parties[7] and different agendas that are not 

met during the consultation[8] are a few examples of the challenging aspects of 

the doctor patient relationship that may lead to non-adherence to medication. 

Adherence to a medical regimen is generally defined as the extent to which 

patients take medications as prescribed by their health care providers. The word 

“adherence” is preferred by many health care providers, because “compliance” 

suggests that the patient is passively following the doctor’s orders and that the 

treatment plan is not based on a therapeutic alliance or contract established 

between the patient and the physician. Both terms are imperfect and 

uninformative descriptions of medication-taking behaviour.[9] 

Unfortunately, applying these terms to patients who do not consume every pill 

at the desired time can stigmatize these patients in their future relationships with 

health care providers[10] 
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In today’s world there are various techniques to relieve pain [11] 

Not necessary by administering orally, Sub cutaneous, Intra venous, etc. 

medications.  

Today it is not even important to take allopathy medications for relieving mild 

to moderate pain. To relieve pain by taking medications can be as compliant and 

easy as to apply transdermal patches.[12]  These can be working systemically or 

locally. 

There is overuse and abuse of the pain relieving medications [13] available in 

the market may it be opioids or Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 

In this era where the population is not aware of whether science is a curse or a 

boon, it is necessary to limit the adverse effects and dependency of a patient on 

pain-killers[14]. 

It can be done by using trans dermal patches [15] which establish the purpose of 

not overusing and only necessary using of the drugs available in the market. 

This is in turn going to give a better standard of living to the society. 

Inclusion criteria 

Age 20 to 50 

Patients undergoing surgical extraction of mobile teeth 

Exclusion criteria 

Local inflammation 

Local pathology 

Local carcinoma 

Patients on pain threshold lowering drugs  

Use of tobacco in any form 

Immunocompromised individuals 

Pregnant women  

Patients with hereditary blood conditions  
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Method 

500 patients randomly were selected from the departmental OPD in the oral and 

maxillofacial surgery in R.K.D.F. Dental college and Research centre, Bhopal, 

M.P. who underwent the process of extraction of mobile teeth. 

Pain after this procedure in the half that is 250 patients wasrelieved by using 

transdermal pain-relieving patch and the other half patients were given oral 

administration of NSAIDs. 

At the time of the next recall, the patients were given a questionnaire to state the 

adherence of their drug therapy.  

Result 

The group of patients prefer transdermal patch for pain relief as compared to 

oral administration of the pain relieving drugs 

Discussion 

Poor adherence to medication regimens is common, contributing to substantial 

worsening of disease, death, and increased health care costs. Practitioners 

should always look for poor adherence and can enhance adherence by 

emphasizing the value of a patient’s regimen, making the regimen simple, and 

customizing the regimen to the patient’s lifestyle. Asking patients non 

judgmentally about medication-taking behaviour is a practical strategy for 

identifying poor adherence. A collaborative approach to care augments 

adherence. Patients who have difficulty maintaining adequate adherence need 

more intensive strategies than do patients who have less difficulty with 

adherence, a more forgiving medication regimen, or both. Innovative methods 

of managing chronic diseases have had some success in improving adherence 

when a regimen has been difficult to follow.[16],[17],[18],[19]. 
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New technologies such as reminders through cell phones and personal digital 

assistants and pillboxes with paging systems may be needed to help patients 

who have the most difficulty meeting the goals of a regimen. 

The way people perceive the doctor’s role in prescribing was a significant 

predictor of non-adherence as shown from the analysis. Non-adherence 

increased with the belief that when people are sure of the medicine, they want 

the doctor should prescribe it, as well as with the disappointment of leaving the 

doctor’s clinic without a prescription. On a first level, this may seem an 

oxymoron. Yet, it underlines possible unmet expectations from the patient’s 

side; whenhefeelsthatthe doctordoesnot give himwhathebelieveshe needs he is 

more likely not to follow her recommendations when made. Hence, that 

requires that when the doctor ends the consultation, she needs to make explicit 

not only the reasons why she prescribes a medication but also the reasons why 

she may not. From the control variables, the most interesting result is the impact 

of institutional factors, i.e. the ability to choose a doctor. This is particularly 

valuable in view of the limited evidence in the area. A possible interpretation 

lies in what the theoretical models of health behaviour, including the Theory of 

Reasoned Action [20] and Planned Behaviour [21], define as ‘perceived 

control’. Being able to choose the doctor may be perceived by the individuals as 

a way of having control over their own care. Another explanation may be the 

fact that more choice improves satisfaction with the consultation and 

consequently may lead to better adherence to recommendations. Indeed, some 

evidence supports this explanation as it shows that the patient’s opportunity to 

select their personal physician may influence subsequent satisfaction with 

recommendations [22].  

Conclusion 

The adherence of patients to drug therapy was slightly more in the transdermal 

patch group as compared to the orally administered group  
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